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apparent from the following description taken in con- 
3,490,718 junction with the accompanying d~awlngs whexein: 
CAPILLARY RADIATOR FIGURE 1 is a diagrammatic illustration of a cooling 
Alex vary, ~ o r t h  ~ l m s t e d ,  Ohio, assignor to the United system embodying the capillary radiator mechanism of States of America as represented by the Administrator the invention; 
of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration 5 FIGURE is a fragmentary, perspective, view illus- Filed Feb. 1,1967, Ser. No. 613,979 
Int. C1. B64g 1 /00 trating a core construction for the capillary radiator 
U.S. CI. 244-1 15 CJainls mechanism and with the core construction comprising 
spaced exterior heat radiating surfaces or members be- 
10 tween which is sandwiched capillary passage means 
ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE through which the heat transfer medium is adapted to flow under pressure and by capillary action, and with the 
The radiator construction is adapted for planetary particular capillary passage means illustrated comprising 
space applications and comprises a core unit having capil- metal foam material; 
lary passages therein for the flow of heat transfer liquid 15 FIGURE 3 is a fragmentary, perspective, partially 
therethrough as the latter flows from the inlet of the broken, enlarged view of another embodiment of radiator 
core to the outlet thereof. If the capillary core is Pene- core utilizing corrugated passage means intermediate the 
trated by meteoroids and particularly m~crometeoroids, exterior heat radiating surfaces of the radiator construc- 
a material loss of the heat transfer liquid will not occur. tion> 
Heat transfer mediums such as mercury and the alkali 20 FIGURE 4 is an enlarged, fragmentary, horizontal sec- 
metals, potassium sodium and lithium in liquid form are tional view of a further embodiment of capillary radiator 
contemplated. The radiator core may also be flexible or mechanism wherein the capillary passages are formed by 
foldable for reducing the size thereof for interplanetary generally vertically extending tubular members sand- 
space transportation problems and for reducing the area wiched between the side heat radiating plates or surfaces 
exposed to meteoroid penetration. A heat pipe combined 25 of the radiator construction; 
with a capillary radiator mechanism is also disclosed, FIGURE 5 is an enlarged, fragmentary, horizontal sec- 
with such combined heat pipe-capillary radiator provid- tional view of a radiator mechanism illustrating another 
ing a self-contained unit for causing circulation of the form of construction of the capillary core and mole par- 
heat transfer liquid through the radiator core, thereby ticularly a construction wherein the outer heat radiating 
eliminating a separate pump mechanism conventionally 30 plates or members of the radiator construction are pro- 
used for this purpose. vided with hemispherical dimples therein which form 
spacing means between the radiating plates defining the 
capillary passages; 
The invention described herein may be manufactured FIGURE 6 is an enlarged, fragmentary, horizontal scc- 
and used by or for the G~~~~~~~~~ of the united states 35 tional view of a further embodiment of radiator mech- 
of ~~~~i~~ for ~~~~~~~~~~~l purposes without the pay- anism utilizing interlocking spacer partition means to 
ment of any royalties thereon or  therefor. define the capillary passages in the core. 
The present invention provides a novel capillary radi- FIGURE 7 is an enlarged, fragmentary, horizontal sec- 
ator mechanism for cooling a heat transfer fluid, and a tional view of a further embodiment of radiator mecha- 
novel heat pipe-capillary radiator providing 'O nism utilizing corrugated radiating panels and corrugated 
a self-contained unit for circulation and cooling of the intermediate spacer means; 
heat transfer fluid. FIGURE 8 is a fragmentary, perspective, diagrammatic 
object of the invention is to provide a capillary view of a radiator mechanism which is flexible and formed 
type radiator mechanism the capillary core par- 45 of for instance quilted metal foil for giving flexibility to 
tion thereof may be punctured as for instance by micro- the core; 
meteoloids, without material loss of heat transfer fluid. FIGURE 9 is a diagrammatic plan view of a capillary 
A further object of the invention is to provide a radi- radiator mechanism formed in accordance with the in- 
ator mechanism of the latter mentioned type wherein vention and wherein the radiator mechanism comprises 
retention of the heat transfer fluid at the penetration 50 a plurality of sections which are foldable with respect 
locations due for instance to the aforementioned micro- to One another permitting the radiator to be reduced to 
meteoroids, depends upon the capillary action and sur- a more sized unit; 
face tension characteristics of the heat transfer medium, FIGURE 10 is a diagrammatic illustration of one por- 
the latter preferably being of metallic liquid form. tion of the FIGURE 9 fan type ladiator folded into com- 
Another object of the invention is to provide a capil- 55 pact 
lary radiator comprising exterior heat radiating surfaces FIGURE 11 is a diagrammatic illustration of a capil- 
between which is sandwiched capillary means through lary radiator construction of accordian-like structure so 
which the heat transfer medium or liquid is adapted to that the radiator mechanism can be disposed in compact 
flow under pressure, and with the heat or reduced size condition; FIGURE 11 discloses the radia- 
transfer medillnl being adapted to wet the defining capil- 60 tor in unfolded condition on the left-hand side and in a 
lary passage surfaces in a manner to aid the movement folded condition on the right-hand side thereof; 
of the heat transfer liquid through the capillary core FIGURE 12 is a diagrammatic illust~ation of a roll-up 
section of the radiator mechanism, bui i n  a nrlannler type capillary radiator formed in accordance with tlie 
wherein there will be no material loss of heat transfer Present invention; 
liquid in the event that the capillary core of the radiator 68 FIGURE 13 is a perspeclive, flagnlentary, dlaglam- 
mechanism is punctuied by relatively snlall particles such matic illustration of another type of capillary radiator 
as mierometeoroids. mechanism in accordance with the invention; 
Another object of the invention is to provide a com- FIGURE 14 is an enlarged, fragmentary, sectional view 
b i n d  heat pipe-capillary radiator mechanism resulting in taken generally along the plane of line 14--14 of FIG- 
a self-contained unit for circulation and cooling of the 70 URE 13 looking in the direction of the arrows; 
heat transfer liquid of the radiator mechanism. FIGURE 15 is an enlarged, fragmentary, holizontal 
Other objects and advantages of the invention will be sectional view of a capillary type radiator of the general 
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type disclosed for instance in FlGURE 13, but also in- the heat radiating surfaccs of the radiator core 10 whicii 
cluding subheader tubes adapted for co~nmunicatlng with rimy be of the type illustrated for instance in FIGURE 2. 
the main header tubes and comniuilicating with ihe capil- The inlet 18 to the radiator core may pass through the 
lary passage nieans of the capillary core, for increasing housing 96 wherein the heat transfer medium or liqiiid 
the Aoiv of heat transfer medium through the radiator flows through the capillary passages in the core 10, afler 
mechanism, and with the subheader tube being encased in which the heat transfer medium exits at exit 20 through 
an armored coating or layer for preventing puncturing the collar or housing 16. 
thereof by meteoroid particles; Since this radiator mechanism is particularly adapted 
FIGURE 16 is a reduced size diagrammatic illustra- for use on for instance vehicles which may be used in 
tion of the fluid circulation through a capillary radiator 10 outer space at temperatures and pressures completely 
mechanism constructed in accordance with the instant in- different from those found here on earth, the heat trans- 
vention and illustrating diagrammatically an arrangement fer medium or liquid is contemplated as being selected 
whereby peripheral arterial headers may be eliminated in from an alkali metal or mercury, instead of the con- 
the capillary core panels by the flow pattern of the heat ventionally utilized water as found  here on the planet 
transfer medium as illustrated through a central header; 15 earth. Such alkali metals, as for instance potassium, so- 
FIGURE 17 is an enlarged diagrammatic horizontal dium and lithium are known good conductors of heat 
sectional view of a capillary radiator mechanism and il- and have melting points varying from for instance a 
lustrating diagranlmatically a puncture therein occasioned -38" F. for mercury to 357" F. for lithium, to boiling 
for instance by a meteoroid particle passing through the points of 674" for mercury to 2437" for lithium. Since 
capillary core; 20 in  space, penetration of a radiator by meteroids and more 
FIGURE 18 is an enlarged size, horizontal, sectional, particularly micrometeroids presents considerable hazard 
fragmentary illustration of a capillary radiator mechanism to loss of the heat transfer medium, the present inven- 
in accordance with the invention and having a coating on tion with its capillary flow passages will prevent the loss 
the exterior heat radiating surface thereof for aiding in of any material amount of heat transfer medium in the 
preventing egress of the heat transfer medium or fluid 25 event of a puncture of the radiator core by meteroid 
from the radiator core in the event of penetration or rup- particles. It has been decided that large p~lnctures by 
ture of the capillary core by meteoroid parlicles; meteroids are relatively unlikely and that most of the 
FIGURE 19 is a perspective view of a generally star hazard lies in high frequency punctures by micrometer- 
shaped capillary radiator mechanism formed in accord- oids. The present invention permits the penetration of 
ance the invention, and wherein the supply and 30 the radiator core by meteroid particles without material 
return headers are combined in a central header system loss of heat transfer medium or liquid from the radiator. 
with ingress and egress of heat transfer liquid occurring The choice of the size of the capillary passageways 
at one end thereof, to eliminate the need for peripheral for the radiator mechanism depends on balancing the 
supply and return headers; surface tension of the heat transfer fluid against the in- 
FIGURE 20 is an enlarged cross-sectional view taken 35 ternal Pressure which is imposed partly by the vapor pres- 
generally along the plane of line 20-20 of FIGURE 19, sure of the heat transfer medium and also by the pump- 
looking in the direction of the arrows, and illustrating ing action of the Pump mechanism (e.g. 11) of the 
generally diagrammatically the internal construction of system. 
the FIGURE 19 capillary radiator mechanism; FIGURE 17 diagrammatically illustrates a capillary 
FIGURE 21 is a longitudinal sectional diagrammatic 40 radiator core construction consisting of exterior or de- 
illustration of a heat pipe mechanism incorporating the fining heat radiating surfaces or plate members 22, and 
capillary radiator construction therein, to provide a self 24 defining capillary Passageway means 26 therebetween. 
contained closed circuit unit for circulating and cooling As a micrometeoroid particle has perforated 
heat transfer liquid; the radiator core and produced a rupture thereof as at 
FIGURE 22 is a diagrammatic, partially sectioned, ele- '' 28. However, due to the capillary action, little loss of 
vational view of a capillary radiator mechanism in con- the heat transfer liquid or  medium in capillary passage 
junction with another embodiment of heat pipe mecha- 26 Occurs. The nature of the meniscus of the heat trans- 
nisrn,; fer liquid at the break 28 in the radiator depends pri- 
FIGURE 23 is a diagrammatic illustration of another n la r i l~  on two factors: first, the degree of wetting of 
embodiment of heat pipe mechanism combined with the 50 the material of the radiating plates 22, 24 by the heat 
capillary radiator mechanism; transfer liquid, such as for instance, the aforementioned 
FIGURE 24 is an enlarged, sectional view taken gen- nlercurY, and second, the behavior of the liquid at the 
erally along the plane of line 24-24 of FIGURE 23 Sharp cO~ners or surface discontinuities produced by the 
looking in the direction of the arrows, and illustrating the break 28. Although the usual contact angle o between 
vapor and liquid flow in the mechanism. 55 the heat transfer medium or liquid and the radiator core 
Referring now 'again to the drawings, the capillary conl~osition may be less than 90°, the meniscus of the 
radiator mechanism of the invention may comprise heat transfer liquid at the break will tend to be convex 
core means 10 forming capillary passages through which bxause, first of all, the pressure in the liquid is highei 
a heat transfer medium or liquid is adapted to flow, than the Pressure externally of the radiator, and second- 
and with such capillary passage matrix being enclosed '' ly, the liquid generally will not climb over a break in 
by exterior radiating surfaces which transfcr the heat the enclosing capillary surface, and hence the contact 
from the heat transfer liquid to the surrounding space angle of the liquid with the defining surface of the en- 
after which the heat transfer liquid flows back lo closing capillary passage will generally be greater than 
the rnechanisnl that is k i n g  cooled by the heat transfer 65 90" and as shown for. instance in FIGURE 17. 
liquid. FIGURE 1 tliagrammaiically iil~sirates a con- The equilibrium diameter for which the force of sirr- 
ventional system inc1r;ding a pump 18, the heat ex- face tension of the liquid just balances the force of fluid 
changer mechanisni 12 (FTGUPZE 1 )  that is to be pressure in a capillary passage may be determined by the 
cooled by the heat transfer liquid, and such as, for in- equation 
stance, an engine or power unit of some general type for 
powering a space vehicle, and a radiator mechanisnl 14 6,=- O- cos - - 6 
with which the present invention is particularly con- 3P 
cerned. The radiator mechanism 14 may have an enclosing where, 6, is the equilibrium capillary diameter in incIles; 
housing or collar 16 of any desired configuration open u; is the surface tension of the fluid in pounds per foot; 
at the front 16a and rear 16b  thereof, SO as to expose 75 and P is the pressure of the fluid in pounds per square 
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inch gage. As above discussed, the contact angle, 0, is While from FIGURE 2 and due to the necessity of il- 
between 90 and 180 degrees. A judiciorts choice of con- lustration it might appear that the radiator core 10 is of 
tact angle when determining suitable capillary dianleters, substantial thickness, it is generally preferable that the 
may be approximately 120". A suitable figure for surface overall thickness of the radiator be kept to a relatively 
tension when for instance lithium is utilized as a heat small dimension. In those embodiments wherein the radia- 
transfer medium, would range between 0.022 and 0.024 tor comprises a single capillary matrix sandwiched be- 
pound per foot. tween two outer radiating plates, the overall thickness 
A mechanism based on the concept may be for instance 0.105 inch, with the radiating plates 
of this invention must generally be a relatively low pres- 22, 24 (FIG. 17) being for instance 0.01 inch thick. In 
sure system in which the combined header and vapor those embodiments wherein the radiator mechanism is 
pressures must remain below about 10 p.s.i.a. ~t tern- highly flexible, the radiating plate thickness might be ap- 
perature below 7000 F. the vapor pressure of the heat proximately 0.001 inch with the overall thickness of the 
transfer liquid (e.g. lithium) may be ignored relative to radiator core being approximately 0.087 inch. 
the header pressure in the radiator mechanism. There- FIGURE 3 discloses another embodiment of capillary 
fore, in the above equation, P is taken as the radiator 15 radiator comprising corrugated spacer members 38 sand- 
header inlet pressure. ~ ~ ~ ~ d i ~ ~ l ~ ,  it has been deter- wiched between radiating plate-like members 40. The cor- 
mined that the capillary diameter for the aforediscussed rugations in the corrugated members 38 provide the 
types of heat transfer medium preferably range between lary passages through which the heat transfer liquid is 
approximately 0.1 inch to 0.001 inch. adapted to flow, and into engagement with the exterior 
while the impact of meteroids on the radiator core 20 radiating plates 40, for cooling the heat-transfer medium. 
and penetration thereof carry away a certain amount of In  the embodiment illustrated, a plurality of layers of 
fie heat-transfer mediunl or liquid due to passage of corrugated members are shown with a dividing inter- 
the meteroid particles through the heat transfer medium, mediate plate member 42 separating the capillary passages 
of the corrugated plates. All of members 38, 40 and 42 
the great majority of liquid losses will be the result of 25 are preferably bonded together into an integral unit, 
vaporization to space. Because of the sporadic nature of FIGURE 4 discloses a capillary construction utilizing 
meteroid bombardment, avoidance of the high-frequency tubular members 46 disposed between and preferably impacts by retracting or folding the radiator mechanism bonded to radiating plate members 48 to define the capil- into a package may be possible. This lary passages 50 therebetween, thus providing an effective feature will be hereinafter discussed in greater detail. 30 capillary radiator mechanism. It will be understood that Because the capillary radiator is predicated on fluid re- the surfaces 48a of the plates 48 are adapted to cool the tention by surface tension, good wetting between the heat heat transfer medium flowing in passages 50. transfer medium or  liquid and the containment material FIGURE discloses an embodiment wherein no sepa- 
of the radiator core is required. This is because the capil- rate intermediate spacer means is utilized, but instead the lary arrangement concept is based in part On the capil- 38 radiating plates 52 are provided with indentations or in- 
lary transfer or pumping of the fluid within the capillary wardly directed generally hemispherical shaped Passages, and secondly, heat transfer to the radiating merits 54 thereon, which coact to form the capillary pas- 
surfaces or members of the radiator core is dependent sages 56 through the 
on the degree of wetting between the heat transfer liquid FIGURE 6 discloses a capillary radiator mechanism 
and the radiating plate material (e.g. 22, 24 FIG. 17) 40 wherein the exterior radiating plates 58 have generally T- 
of the core.  ater rials such as iron, beryllium, columbi- &aped (in plan) projections 60 attached to and extend- 
molybdenum, 316 and 340 steels, tantalum and ti- ing inwardly from the respective radiating plate, and with 
tanium are considered satisfactory for the radiating plate there being provided a floating baffle member 62 which 
materials. is not att,ached to either of the plates 58, but which com- 
Referring now to FIGURE 2, there is shown an em- prises a central partition 62a with T-shaped projections 
bodiment of capillary radiator core comprising an inner 45 62b extending outwardly from the partition 62a and be- 
layer 30 of foam metal which has a network of capillary ing disposed in overlapping, generally mating relationship 
passages therethrough disposed in completely random with the stationary projections 60 on the plates 58, to form 
communicating fashion. Such inner layer 30 may be capillary passages for the pumping by capillary action 
formed of foam metal or metallic oxides of known types of the heat transfer medium therethro~~gh. It will be seen 
and is of relatively low density to provide for substantial 50 that with such an arrangement, the capillary size can vary 
capillary flow therethrough. Foam metals can be pro- depending upon movement of the floating central baffle 
duced with pore sizes ranging from 0.8 inch to a few portion 62 of the core. 
microns corresponding to from 2 to 75 percent of the FIGURE 7 discloses a capillary radiator mechanism 
density of the solid metal. Examples of suitable metallic comprising exterior radiating plate members 66 having 
foanls are stainless steel foam, titanium foam and Co- 55 an intermediate spacer 68 which is a generally corrugated 
lumbium foam, and suitable metallic oxides are alumina or wave-like dividing the space between the 
and zirconia. The inner layer 30 may be sandwiched radiating plates 66 into capillary passageways. The plates 
between spaced outer layers 32 which may be formed 66 are preferably of corrugated construction as illustrated 
of a relatively high density metal foam or metal oxide ,,d spacer 68 may be in floating relation between 
layers, and with such inner layer 36) being bonded, as 60 plates 66. 
by metallurgical bonding, at its confronting faces with FIGURE 8 discloses a quilted-type of flexible radiator 
the high density layers 3%. Layers 32 are bonded to the mechanism wherein relatively thin sheets form the exter- 
high density heat radiating layer-s or plate members 34, ior heal: members 70, and such sheets are at- 
which are adapted as aforediscussed to transmit the heat tached such as by spot as 72, and with the from the heat transfer. m e d i ~ ~ n ?  passing ihro~zgh tlre capil- 65 bides of the thin metal sheets being sealed as at 94. The 
Iary Passages of the c a ~ i l ' a r ~  layers 30 and 32, to the 
sheets 70 may be thin foil formed for inslance froin 
sui.rounding atmosphere or space. The exteriors of the 
plates 34 are burnished or coated colun~bium. Such an arrangement provides a flexible 
so as to make them fluid tight against the passage the,.e- diator mechanism, for reducing the concentration of 
through of the heat transfer liquid, The use of a foam 70 meteoroid penetration and for convenience in packaging 
metal or ceramic matrix affords tremendous advantages and transporting of the radiator mechanism in space. 
for providing capillary suspension and transmission of Other examples of suitable capillary matrices that could 
heat transfer fillids in a capillary radiator mechanism, be used within spaced panels are laminations of wire mesh 
and affords a high degree invulnerability against adverse screen, interlocking twisted ribbon or wire segments, and 
effects of meteroid penetration damage. 75 fiber metal wicks and sponges. 
3,490,118 
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FIGURE 9 discloses a Ian-like foldable radiator corn- ward?y from the centl-ally-disposed header, for separating 
prised of left and right-hand portions 75, 750, each uf the outward Row of heat transfer liquid from the inward 
which includes a plurality of capillary pane1 sections '76 Row. With such an arrangement, circulation and pressure 
extending outwardly iron1 and in comnrunicatiois with a stability might be enhanced by centrifugal action pro- 
respective header pipe 760 through which the heat transfer duced for instance by rotating the radiator mechanism 
medium or liquid is passed from the heating section of the about the lengthwise axis of the supply and return header 
cooling system to the capillary radiator panel mechanism, tube 102. It will be seen that the flow of liquid through ths 
for cooling of the heat transfer medium. The panel sec- capillary panels radiates outwardly from the central head- 
tions 76 have fold line hinge connections 78, and pref- er pipe to be exposed to the radiating surfaces of the capil- 
erably have more or less rigid support rib means 80 for  lary panel mechanism thus cooling the heat transfer me- 
strengthening and stabilizing the radiator arrangement. dium or liquid, whereupon it gravitates back or flows by 
Such radiator mechanism may be folded into a compact capillary pressure back to the header pipe for transmittal 
unit as illustrated in FIGURE 10. The header pipes 760 back to the unit being cooled by the heat transfer medium. 
of the fan-type capillary radiator mechanism may be FIGURE 18 discloses a capillary radiator mechanism 
flexible in at least the central portions thereof and as at 13. wherein a low specific weight oxide coating 109 covers the 
81, to enable ready folding of the mechanism. exterior radiating plates 22, 24. The outer surface 187n is 
FIGURE 11 discloses an accordian-type of foldable, preferably a high emissivity surface for good heat radia- 
capillary radiator mechanism which includes a heat trans- tion. such oxide layer helps retain the heat transfer liquid 
fer liquid carrying header pipe 8% in communication with in the capillary 26 at a meteoroid puncture (e.g. 
and common to all of the capillary panels 83 the latter 20 28)  since wetting between the heat transfer liquid and the 
preferably having support rib means $4, and with such oxide layer will not occur, and thus the heat transfer 
panels being provided with fold lines Or means $6, for liquid is prevented from spreading over the surfaces at 
folding the radiator mechanism from the flat extended the puncture location. Magnesium oxide, calcium oxide, 
condition of FIGURE 11 into the accordian shaped re- barium oxide and uranium oxide are examples of work- 
duced size condition illustrated in FIGURE 11. It will be 25 able oxides for the coating 10'3. 
understood that the header pipe 82 is preferably of flexible FIGURE 19 discloses a capillary radintor mechanism 
material o r  which may be universally jointed along its in which supply and headers are combined in one 
lengthwise extent, so that folding of the radiator mech- central header system, conlprising a central tube or trans- 
anism can occur without rupturing the header pipe. It will mission line 108 which may be closed at one end, say at 
be understood that the capillary panels comprise exterior 30 end 10srr, and which may be open at other enti 
radiating plates o r  surfaces between which is sandwiched (IOgb). ~h~ tube be to a 
a capillary matrix, and as aforediscussed. of separate channels (rz through 11-FIG. 20)  and each 
FIGURE 12 discloses a f lexible- t~~e of capillary ra- channel is associated with a pair of capillary 110. diator mechanism (such as  for instance the type illustrated Each capillary panel has exterior heat-radiating surfaces 
in FIGURE 8) rolled into a ComPact bundle, for cqn- 35 l lon,  l l o b  holding therebetween a matrix of capillary 
venient transporting of the radiator mechanism and avold- passage means 112, A partition 114 extends through the 
ance of micrometeoroid concentrations. matrix and divides each panel into an outward and inward 
l3 a radiator path for the capillary flow of heat-transfer nledium there- 
comprising an inlet or supply header pipe or line 88 2nd tllrouh. For instance, channel may be an inlet 
a return or exit header pipc or line 90. Disposed inter- 40 wherein the heat transfer medium flows into the channel 
mediate the header 88 and header 90 then up through along the capillary passage means be- 
and in communication therewith, there nlay be provided tween radiating surface llOb and partition then back panel members " produced in down along the capillary passage means intermediate par- 
ance with the present invention o r  in other words compris- tition and radiating surface BB80, and then into than- ing exterior radiating surfaces or panels enclosing a capjl- 45 nel b for outflow of the heat transfer medium. While the lary matrix therebetween, and providing for the capillary 
flow and cooling of heat transfer medium through the radiator mechanism illustrated has been shown in the 
radiator mechanism. The beat radiating exterior panels of form of a star in cross-section, it will be understood 
the radiator may be provided with strengthening ribs 92 that it could be formed in other shapes. FIGURE 21 illustrates a heat pipe mechanism in con- formed integral with the panel surface, which rigidify 50 junction with the capillary radiator means. The conlbined 
and strengthen the capillary passage spacing between the 
outer radiating members or plates 94 (FIGURE 14) heat pipe-capillary radiator is a device that utilizes latent 
thereof. The heat transfer medium or liquid flows into heat of vaporization of a liquid to transfer heat along its 
supply header 8 8  through passages of the length, and capillaly pumping to circulate the heat trans- 
means and then into the exit o r  return header pipe 96). fer liquid. The arrangement illustrated in FIGURE 21 
As shou)n in FIGURE the capillary panel members '' comprises a closed cylinder 120 into which an annular 
may be provided with sub-header tubes 98 con,municating wick 122 of capillary construction is fitted. Wick 122 is 
with the supply and return headers and with the capillary saturated with heat transfer liquid. When one end, say for 
panels containing the capillarJ, passageways, for aiding in instance end 1020 of the tube is heated by some suitable 
passing the heat..transfer medium or liquid from the sup.. heating means 124 as for instance by a motor unit being 
ply header to the header. -,-he sub-header pipes 90 cooled, evaporation initiates surface tension forces that 
are provideci with an  armored layer 100 fur  drzws additional heat transfer liquid into the heated pol-- 
preventing meteoroid rupture of the sub-header tubes, as tion 13% of the capillar-y core of wick 122.  he vapor 
are also the supply and retnrn headers 88 and 90. Aows longitudinally through the passage 134 of the henl 
-peferring lo FI;GIJRE. 16, there is disclosed 6 j  tube (as ill~isiraied by the wavy lined arrow) and the 
embodin3enh whereiil pcr.ipheraj st;ppty header a.nd the re- v:'PQr condensing at the cooled end nf the, heat tube re- 
turn header pipes have been eliminated, and instead the plenishes the sitpply of heal transfer medium or  liquid 
thin capillary radiator utilizes a sirrg]e 1" wick. Cooiillg 01 the heat transfer nledium occurs at 
disposed supply retllrn header 102 the end 135 of the tube, and the cooled heat t~-ansfer 
which comnlunicates with the capillary panels 1@4 in  cool- 70 liquid flows back in the direction of the straight-line ar- 
ing the heat transfer medium flowing into one end of the rows to the heated end of the tube, and in a continuous 
supply and return header and exiting at the other end closed cycle. It will be seen that such arrangement is in 
thereof. With dotted lines there is shown the flow of fillid effect a self-contained capillary pump, and that such 
through the capillary structure, and with the capillary mechanism may be punctured by meteoroid peneiration 
panels 104 being divided by partitions 106 extending out- $5 without any inaterial loss of the heat transfer liquid, 
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FIGURE 22 discloses a heat pipe-capillary radiator 
10 
?I 
mechanism of the general shape of an axially elongated - C E U  
torus. Such radiator mechanism comprises a hollow, axi- 
ally elongated donut-shaped housing 136 defining a vapor where 7 is viscosity in pound-hours per square foot, c is 
cavity 136a therein, with the housing comprising outer specific heat in l3.t.u. per pound-degree Fahrenheit, e 
radiating surface 138, and with there being provided a is density in pound per cubic foot, and o is surface ten- 
capillary passageway layer 140 extending about the in- sion in pounds per foot. The use of additives of other 
terior surface of the housing. A source of heat 142, which substances may be used to alter   roper ties in order to 
in the embodiment illustrated is of elongated generally- meet special requirements and adaptations. 
cylindrical configuration, is disposed within the opening From the foregoing discussion and accompanying draw- 
144 through the housing, and is in close contact with the ings, it will  be seen that the invention provides a novel 
surface thereof, whereby the heat is transmitted through capillary type radiator construction which can operate 
the housing 136, to cause evaporation of the heat transfer satisfactorily in the event of penetration by meteoroids 
medium or liquid in the capillary wick layer 140, thereby or  like means causing relatively small ruptures of the 
causing evaporation. The vapor travels through the vapor 15 radiator core material, and also radiator mechanism 
passage cavity into contact with the wick layer on the which is flexible or foldable SO that it may be reduced 
outer radiating wall of the housing to be cooled, and in size if desired for ease in transporting or for reduc- 
flows by capillary pumping action back to the heated tion in the concentration of meteoroid penetration of the 
portion of the housing. The surface 138 radiates the heat radiator. The invention also provides a combined heat 
from the heat transfer liquid outwardly to space. 20 pipe and capillary radiator mechanism, providing a self- 
The vapor pressure in the mechanism is determined by contained unit for the cooling of a heat transfer liquid. 
the temperature of the coldest wall and it is assumed that The terms and expressions which have been used are 
the mean free path of the vapor molecules is small corn- used as terms of description and not of limitation, and 
pared to the dimensions of the vapor cavity. ~h~ mole- there is no intention in the use of such terms and expres- 
cules should, therefore, suffer sufficient collisions to in- 25 sions of excluding any equivalents of any of the features 
sure themodegradation to ambient velocities correspond- shown or  described, o r  portions thereof, and it is recog- 
ing to the temperature of the coldest wall. Therefore, al- nized that various modifications are possible within the 
though evaporation at the core is copious, the rate of Scopeof the invention claimed. 
vapor escape at meteoroid puncture sites can be main- What is claimed is: 
tained at low tolerable levels by suitable temperature 30 1. In a space vehicle subject to Puncture by micro- 
gradients in the vapor cavity. Accordingly, the condenser- meteorites, a heat transfer system comprising a heat trans- 
to-evaporator area ratio can be made suitably large. fer fluid, a pumping means to circulate said heat transfer 
fluid and a radiator having a core unit comprising sheet- 23 and 24 another type of heat like members forming capillary passageway means adapt- pipe-capillary radiator mechanism comprising a heated 35 ed to provide for the flow of heat transfer fluid there- 
core 146 which is adapted for attachment to a source through wherein the diameter of each of the capilla,ry 
of heat or other equipment which generates heat (e.g. passageways is determined by the formula 148) .  Surrounding the core 146 there is an anode 152 
and a cathode 154 of a thermionic energy converter, and u cos 1.3
with the cathode being enclosed with an open-core capil- 40 a e = 3 f  
lary layer 156 which includes spoke portions 156a ex- 
tending radially outwardly in axial relation to the heated where 8, is the equilibrium capillary diameter in inches, 
core to merge with the capillary layer portions 156b en- the surface tension of the heat transfer fluid in pounds 
gaging the outer radiating surface 160 of the heat pipe, per foot; P the pressure of the heat transfer fluid in p.s.i., 
to provide a closed path for the flow of the heat transfer and 8 is the contact angle of the fiuid with said sheet-like 
medium or liquid through the capillary portions. It will 45 members at a puncture in said core. 
be seen that the heated core portion causes vaporization 2.  A radiator in accordance with claim 1 wherein said 
of the heat transfer medium as shown in wavy lines, core unit isflexible. 
whereupon it flows through the vapor cavities 162 into 3. A radiator in accordance with claim 1 wherein said 
engagement with the colder portions 156b of the capil- core unit comprises a relatively thin panel-like capillary 
lary means, whereupon the vapor is condensed into liquid 50 luatrix which is rollable into a cylindrical bundle. 
and drawn by capillary action back to the heated por- 4 .  A radiator in accordance with claim 1 wherein said 
tion as shown by the full line arrows in FIGURE 24. core unit comprises a plurality of core sections, and 
The heat from the condensed vapor is radiated from means movably coupling said core sections together where- 
outer I-adiating surface 160 of the housing. by said core unit is foldable. 
In all the radiator configurations presented herein and 55 5. A radiator in accordance with claim 1 wherein said 
especially in the heat pipe-capillary radiator concept, sheet-like members are corrugated forming said capillary 
FIGURES 21, 22, 23 and 24, partitions to guide and Passageway means by the corrugations in said sheet-like 
channel large elements of liquid and vapor flow are members. 
thought to be part of the invention. In the case of the 6 .  A radiator in accordance with claim 1 wherein said 
heat pipe for example, either impervious 60 sheet-like members are quilted to define said capillary 
or porous partitions may serve severally to cornpartmen- passageway means therebetween. 
talize the radiator, to provide structnral support, to aid 7 .  A radiator in accordance with clainl I wherein said 
in thern,al deg,.adation of v;tpor and to provicle recircula- sheet-like members are dimpled inwardly in confronting 
tion passages. locations to define said capillary passageway means there- 
Although a nit~nber of sirbstances such as the alkali 65 
liquid metals and mixtures thereof suitable for use as 8. A radiator in accordance with claim I Ilaviilg spacer 
means between said sheet-like members and in engage- the heat transfer liquid in a capillary radiator are exist- 
rnent therewith defining said capillary passageway means 
ent, it should not br, construed that those mentioned here- therebetween. 
in are the sole media contemplated by this invention, for, 70 9. A radiator in accordance with claim 1 including a 
it is possible to concoct other liquids that possess suitable liquid Ineta] heat transfer fluid selected from the group 
and perhaps superior properties with reference to the consisting of mercury, potassium, sodium or lithium. 
liquids already mentioned. In general, the heat transfer 10. A radiator in accordance with claim 1 wherein said 
liquid should have low vapor pressure and low value capillary passageway means comprises a foam metal. 
of the quantity 75 11. A radiator in accordance with claim 1 wherein said 
- - 
core unit comprises at least two sp:iced layers of high 
density metal Soarn bonded to an inner' layer of lo:v den- 
sity metal foam, the ouicr surfaces of said high density 
layers being impervious to fluid passage therethrough. 
12. A radiator in accordance with claim i comprising a 
tube-like header means, and said core unit comprising radi- 
ally-extending panels having capillary passageway means 
therein communicating with said header means for per- 
mitting flow therethrough of heat transfer fluid. 
13. A radiator in accordance with claim 12 wherein said 
radiator in transverse cross-section is of star-like configu- 
ration and including partitioning means separating the in 
and out heat transfer fluid flow into and from said leader 
means. 
14. A radiator in accordance with claim 10 including 15 
supply header means and return header means communi- 
caii& therewith for supplying ingress and egress of heat 
transfer fluid to and from said core unit. 
15. A radiator in accordance with claim 14 wherein said 
supply and return header means are peripherally arranged 20 
with respect to said core unit and including sub-header 
tube means extending between said supply header means 
and said return header means and communicating there- 
with and with said capillary passageway means. 
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